would require extensive hi-mount outdoor lighting to support the outdoor activities. This land
is designated greenbelt, and the lighting pollution associated with this proposal will have
significant negative impact on the area surrounding the subject property and the property itself
which we note is incompatible with the existing designation of the property. We could, should
you desire, produce the required documentation from the established professional lighting
organizations to support this point.
This proposal would cause more traffic volume into the area and heightened traffic peaks –
bringing traffic through Kleinburg and also on the secondary roads in the area which are not
currently equipped to handle the increased volume and peaks.   Teston Rd. in particular is
proposed, in the future, to have two lanes with one cyclist lane.    Kipling Ave was asked by
the community to remain a rural road and this would place an enormous impact on the
roadway, particularly as the traffic would come in surges (high peaks) associated with the start
of and end of games. We believe it is reasonable to ask the question: do you, as councilors,
wish to bear the increased risk of potential accidents occurring when high speed vehicular
traffic on narrow rural roads meets with children who may be attempting to go to and from
this proposed massive sports development by foot or by bicycle?
Garbage thrown from vehicles is an issue along Teston Rd. and Kipling Ave. already. Will the
city commit, in writing, to the increased cost of vigilance and enforcement of its bylaws to
minimize the increased load? Will it commit, in writing, to committing extra funds to clean up
the increased garbage strewn onto the two roads? We suspect not: so who would bear this
extra cost?
We hope our concerns will be given due consideration.  
Yours truly,

Harry and Kathryn Angus,

Teston Road

